Andco eagle actuator

Dresser Natural Gas Solutions' Andco electric linear actuators are self-contained,
electro-mechanical actuators designed for precise positioning and automation of material
handling or flow control equipment. To view product specific brochures, spec sheets and
manuals, click HERE to reach our resource section. To view Actuators Certifications, click here.
The Andco Eagle linear actuator is a completely self-contained electro-mechanical device. It's
designed and fabricated for easy installation and dependable long-life operation, and are driven
by a high starting torque motor with thermal overload protection. Andco Actuator Brochure. The
Andco Series linear actuator is a completely self-contained, electromechanical device. Designed
and fabricated for dependable, long-life operation, these actuators are used for positioning,
automation of material handling, or flow control equipment. Our Andco actuator products
provide automation solutions to valve and equipment manufacturers and to end users in the
commercial, industrial, marine, and power industries. Contact us today to find the actuator to fit
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Postage. Radwell is not an authorized distributor, reseller or representative of the products
featured on this website. All product names, trademarks, brands and logos used on this site are
the property of their respective owners. The depiction, description or sale of products featuring
these names, trademarks, brands and logos is for identification purposes only and is not
intended to indicate any affiliation with or authorization by any rights holder. Advanced Search
English. Advanced Search q. Contact Us Have you seen this for less? Product Description.
Radwell's 2 Year Warranty. Radwell provides a 2-year warranty on every item we sell and repair.
Our free 2-year warranty makes every Radwell purchase a dependable, reliable investment in
your company's future. Warranty Terms and Conditions. If you need a specific firmware or
series relating to A Please call or email us with your request. Order toll free: Call Average
Delivery Days. We will beat any competitor's repair rate! Expert Repair Service. Disposable Face
Masks In-Stock. Sell Us Your Inventory. Download our spreadsheet and list the equipment you
wish to sell. BNS Z Radwell is an authorized distributor for these Manufacturers; Radwell
sources these products direct from the Manufacturer; The products are Factory New in Box
products; Radwell's QA department recommends this product due to its superior quality and
product offering; Radwell provides engineering services for customers looking to upgrade or
replace unsatisfactory parts with these direct lines; Ships same day if in stock and ordered by
p. Otherwise, Manufacturer lead times may apply; The Manufacturer's original warranty will
apply. Radwell is not an authorized distributor or an affiliate of the Manufacturer of RISCN1
products; Radwell sources these products through independent channels including resellers,
the original manufacturer not as an authorized distributor , and online marketplaces, allowing
Radwell to obtain competitive buying rates; The products are genuine, new in box, and unused;
The products may vary as to country of origin, accessories and other items included with the
product, the language used on the packaging, parts and instructions, and the contents of any
printed material; For quality assurance purposes, some products may not have a factory seal.
This denotes that the product was inspected to ensure quality and authenticity; Radwell's
engineering team does not make any recommendations regarding this product; Radwell's
engineering team offers services to upgrade or replace RISCN1 products to RPMFN1 lines;
Ships same day if in stock and ordered by p. Radwell is not an authorized surplus dealer or
affiliate for the Manufacturer of RQANS1 products unless explicitly stated otherwise; Radwell
sources these products through independent channels including Original Equipment
Manufacturers OEM , Internet exchanges, direct or independent distributors, miscellaneous
resellers, auctions, or direct from user tool cribs; The products are genuine, in surplus never
used original packaging, but they may be older date codes or series than that available direct
from the factory or authorized dealers; The products may vary as to country of origin,
accessories and other items included with the product, the language used on the packaging,
parts and instructions, and the contents of any printed material; For quality assurance purposes
some products may not have a factory seal. This denotes that the product was inspected to
ensure quality and authenticity, or it indicates that the previous owner opened the seal. In either
event, the unit will go through Radwell's Quality Assurance review; Radwell's engineering team
does not make any recommendations regarding this product; Radwell's engineering team offers
services to upgrade or replace RQANS1 products to RPMFN1 lines; In stock items ship in days
to ensure Radwell's Quality Assurance inspections. Some eligible products may ship within 24
hours. Radwell is not an authorized surplus dealer or affiliate for the Manufacturer of RQANS2
products unless explicitly stated otherwise; Radwell sources these products through
independent channels including Original Equipment Manufacturers OEM , Internet exchanges,
direct or independent distributors, miscellaneous resellers, auctions, and direct from user tool
cribs; The products are genuine, in surplus never used Radwell packaging, but they may be
older date codes or series than that available direct from the factory or authorized dealers; The
products may vary as to country of origin, accessories and other items included with the
product, the language used on the packaging, parts and instructions, and the contents of any
printed material; If in factory packaging, the unit will not likely have a factory seal. Radwell is
not an authorized surplus dealer or affiliate for the Manufacturer of RQAUS1 products unless
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distributors, miscellaneous resellers, auctions, and direct from user tool cribs; The products are
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may show signs of use and may be marked with evidence of the prior owner's use e. Order must
be processed before 3pm ET. Excluding weekends and US holidays. Our free 2 year warranty
makes every Radwell purchase a dependable, reliable investment in your company's future. A
valid written repair rate from a valid competitor must be provided to confirm the price. We may
call the competitor or check their website to verify the lower price, repairability, and testability
of the item. All rights are reserved. Radwell International, Inc.. This website is not sanctioned or
approved by any manufacturer or tradename listed. Designated trademarks, brand names and
brands appearing herein are the property of their respective owners. Rockwell Disclaimer: The
product is used surplus. Radwell is not an authorized surplus dealer or affiliate for the
Manufacturer of this product. The product may have older date codes or be an older series than
that available direct from the factory or authorized dealers. While many Allen-Bradley PLC
products will have firmware already installed, Radwell makes no representation as to whether a
PLC product will or will not have firmware and, if it does have firmware, whether the firmware is
the revision level that you need for your application. Radwell also makes no representations as
to your ability or right to download or otherwise obtain firmware for the product from Rockwell,
its distributors, or any other source. Radwell also makes no representations as to your right to
install any such firmware on the product. Radwell will not obtain or supply firmware on your
behalf. It is your obligation to comply with the terms of any End-User License Agreement or
similar document related to obtaining or installing firmware. Please wait. A request has failed
and is being retried. If the request succeeds, this message will close automatically. This error
most likely means that your internet connection is not working. If this message does not close
after 30 seconds, please check your internet connection and try again. The R Series compact
electric rotary actuator, specifically designed for small ball valves and dampers, develops
In-Lbs of torque and rotates from 0 to 90 in 2. The K Series is designed to automate quarter turn
equipment requiring 5, to 27, In-Lbs of torque. Actuators are vital in every step of the oil and gas
industry, whether for drilling, transport, processing or storage. Indelac actuators meet the
challenging safety requirements of this market segment and comply with the increasing market
demands for explosion protection certificates. Actuators that come into direct contact with food
are required to meet strict sanitary requirements. When used in power plants, our actuators
satisfy the highest demands for control accuracy, reliability and safety, and can be adapted to
any mounting position required. Indelac provides full automation packages that are
custom-built to solve our customers' specifications and unique challenges. Our team works
closely with our customers to provide assistance and offer quality products that meet the most
demanding project requirements. Actuators used in water and wastewater management have to
withstand enormous loads, high water pressures and extreme temperatures and weather
conditions. We take pride in providing uncompromised quality, backed by good people for over
30 years. Building the best, competitively priced, American made electric actuators in Florence,
Kentucky. Committed to a sustainable future, we are always working towards lean production
and energy efficiency. American Manufacturer of Electric Actuators and Controls Quarter-turn,
spring return, and battery back-up actuators and controls engineered to meet the needs of your
industrial applications. See Our Products Access Resources. Customize your product. Build
Your Own Actuator. Featured Product R Series The R Series compact electric rotary actuator,
specifically designed for small ball valves and dampers, develops In-Lbs of torque and rotates
from 0 to 90 in 2. Learn More. Industry Focus: Food and Beverage Actuators that come into
direct contact with food are required to meet strict sanitary requirements. Industry Focus: Valve
Automation Indelac provides full automation packages that are custom-built to solve our
customers' specifications and unique challenges. Featured Resources. Indelac Controls is a
family-owned business that operates on values, quality, and leadership. Family Owned We take
pride in providing uncompromised quality, backed by good people for over 30 years. American
Made Building the best, competitively priced, American made electric actuators in Florence,
Kentucky. Energy Efficient Committed to a sustainable future, we are always working towards
lean production and energy efficiency. Looking for additional information? Websites Listing
below when search with andco electric actuator on Search Engine. Linear actuators are
available in acme screw or ball â€¦. It's designed and fabricated for easy installation and
dependable long-life operation, and are driven by a high starting torque motor with thermal
overload p The Series is driven by a high-starting torque motor connected to a drive screw
throug The controller cards and potentiometers show percent open or pc control, and are dust
ignition proof. The electric linear actuators are self-contained, electro-mechanical actuators. Its
compact design is equivalent in size to hydraulic or pneumatic cylinders. Its compact design
Final limit These linear actuators are available in a wide range of speeds, stroke lengths, and
mounting options. We of Created with Sketch. Find an actuator that meets your application
need. Linear actuators are available in acme screw or ball screw Its registration number is and

according to the official registry, it is now Inactive Merged Out. Linear actuators are available in
acme screw or ball screw design with Refer all questions not covered in this manual to: Dresser
Inc. Adjustable Torque Limit Switch. An adjustable torque switch for each direction of travel is
provided as standard. The switch assembly will automatically shut-off the actuator if the set
torque is exceeded. The switch protects dr Progressive Automations is a key player in many
industries such as automotive, marine, home and furniture automation, robotics, hobby design,
industrial an We offer a full range of investment and fiduciary consulting services for all types
of institutional plans including defined benefit, defined contribution, taxable The MA actuator
system can accommodate almost any drive configuration, and allow for use of any electric
motor. Motion control specialists for over 25 years. Other Classes We provide repair services
for over 7, manufactures of more than , parts to fin A linear actuator is simply an actuator that
moves in a linear, or straight, direction. This means that the device moves in only two
directions. While there are various ways to accomplish this, the mo Less expensive than some
other types of actuator, linear actuators are self-contained and can be automated. They feature
a simple design Compatible accessories including: cont It is available in acme or Each switch is
responsible for interrupting the electric crcuit for the motor when a pre-determined thrust force
is reached in From healthcare to agriculture, comfort furniture, office interiors, or industrial
automatio Our expertise in Linear Actuator remanufacturing includes units m Free shipping for
many products! Allegion offers the Series touchless actuators as part of its auto operator
solutions. A pedestrian simply waves their hand in front of the wall plate. The technology
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